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Enemy signalling | Jonah

To fully grasp the hidden meaning behind the Jonah narrative, position and the time of the sign (as depicted in the
Last Judgement through the adversary's eyes), please read this post on the Last Judgement from my former
blog. This is follow up to this one on William shared before.

Positioning

The positioning of the characters shows the significance of the narrative and sign of Jonah related to the entry of
Jesus and the AC afterwards. In this painting he is 'hidden in plain sight' below the 'Christ figure' (see below), for
those with eyes to see.

the last judgement is painted at the end of the chapel, closing the narrative
Jonah is situated above the (distorted) depiction of the 'Christ figure, situated slightly left from centre,
entering the scene 
We know Jonah was painted last by Michelangelo, indicating he was aware of the importance and timing of
Jonah's as the last sign. 

Eclipse hidden in plain sight

Also note the 'Christ figure' eclipses the sun (along with "Mary') amidst a gathering. This Jesus eclipsing the sun
formation is very common in elite insider paintings of the last judgement
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Eclipse depictions in various 'last judgement paintings' and 'vesica pisces' depictions 

 

 
The to be indwelled AC, 'hidden in plain sight'. 

Remember his birth was induced to take place under this silver gate alignment 
(This resonates with the super torch ritual enacted right now)

https://www.supertorchritual.com/threshold-618-american-eclipse/


Three day pattern prologues and celestial synchronicity between Jonah and the time of the
Lord's crucifixion



Blessings!
Sabine


